COMPETENCY GOAL III Resources

1. *Bye-Bye, Big Bad Bullybug!* By Ed Emberley
   LB kids, 2007
   A mean and scary ‘big bad bully bug’ from outer space comes and threatens to bite, pinch, and tickle little bugs. Then a huge sneaker comes to ‘skwoosh’ the mean bug.

2. *Hooray for Fly Guy* by Tedd Arnold
   Scholastic, 2008.
   In a football season, Buzz’s team needs one more player. The coach fills the spot with fly guy, Buzz’s pet fly, who can’t play well. In a big game, with only one second left and the new player is hurt, fly guy is sent onto the field. He and Buzz put their secret plan into action.

3. *Are You My Mother?* By P.D. Eastman
   Random House, 1960
   A little bird falls from his nest, and asks animals, planes and boats if they are his mother until he finds her.

4. *The dot* by Peter H. Reynolds
   Weston Woods, 2005
   *Vashti, who thought can’t draw,* becomes a famous artist with a little help of a teacher: “just make a mark and see where it takes you.” Vashti draws a dot and the teacher displays the art to the class with a complement. Vashti becomes creative with drawing dots. At the end of the story, Vashti passes on the encouragement to another child who admires her works.

5. *The Rainbow Fish* by Marcus Pfister
   North-South books, 1992
   The rainbow fish with many sparkling scales learns to share scales to other fishes to gain friendship with a helpful advice of octopus.

6. *The little Engine that could* by Watty Piper
   Platt & Munk, 1990
   A little engine, who believes in himself, “I think I can”, gets a job done.

7. *No David!* By David Shannon
   Blue Sky Press, 1998
   David goes everywhere in his house and gets into trouble. He finally breaks a vase and cries, but his mom comes and comforts him, “Yes, David…I love you.”

8. *The Little House* by Virginia Burton
   Houghton Mifflin, 1942
   A county house is unhappy when the city, with all its buildings and traffic, grows up around it. At the end of story, it is happy to be taken back to the county.

9. *Green Eggs and Ham* by Dr. Seuss
   Random House, 1960
   The main character refuses to eat ‘green eggs and ham’ in any way or in anywhere.
After long battle with ‘Sam I am,’ he tries the green eggs and states to like them.

10. *Who Hops?* By Katie Davis
   Harcourt Brace, 1998
   The author lists creatures that hop, fly, slither, swim and crawls with one that doesn’t. At the end of book, makes a statement that we can do all of them: “You do!”

2. At least two resources designed to assist teachers in constructively dealing with children with challenging behaviors
